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Product Memo

For the best in durability and protection

Product Codes: Quote Radel Scope Trays

RADEL® is a Polyphenylsulfone - a high performance polymer with increased
performance over similar products such as Polysulfone and ULTEM®.

Also used in the aviation industry, the material is incredibly robust with superior
toughness and impact strength as well as having extreme

heat and chemical resistance.

Capable of withstanding Steam, EO & Gas plasma sterilisation, this range of trays makes
full use of these qualities in providing the maximum level of protection and durability for

your equipment.

Clear Top Arthroscope Tray

Steam, EO & plasma compatible, this clear top tray provides superior protection over it's
Polypropylene counterpart and can be easily fitted with universal instrument brackets to

maximise storage options.
The tray measures 235 x 76 x 34 mm

Cord Channel Scope Tray

Designed to hold rigid scopes in place, a moulded peripheral channel ensures that cables
are cords are conveniently stowed.

Available in two sizes - 432 mm or 635 mm x 156 x 51mm
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Clear Top Scope Tray

Designed to accommodate two rigid scopes and supplied with universal instrument
brackets, the clear top allows for easy identification of contents.

Available in two sizes;
406 x 64 x 38 mm
559 x 76 x 38 mm

Extra Safe Scope Tray

The perforated base & clear top of these trays allows for universal instrument brackets
to be easily fitted to both sections, thereby securing instruments from above and below

whilst in the tray.
Available in lengths of 271, 394, & 457 mm x 70 x 35 mm

Super Long Scope Tray
This tray is long enough to accommodate the longest of rigid scopes and is supplied

with universal instrument brackets sufficient to hold two scopes.
The tray measures 686 x 102 x 76 mm
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